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Principal News:
It is nearly half-way through the term and students and staff have been busy learning
and teaching. Our Grade 6 students have already started to write their graduation
speeches, which is an exciting time for them, as they reflect upon their journey at
Little Bendigo.
Students of all ages have been using some of the recently pruned branches to build a
couple of cubby houses at the school. The structures have been well designed and are
sturdy and it has been fantastic seeing them work together on a fun project! Check
out the photograph’s in today’s newsletter.
Miss D and I have been participating in a Leading Change online course at Harvard
University. The aim of the course is to provide us with the knowledge and skills to
continue to support our school community to make positive change, particularly in
the area of teaching and learning and improved outcomes for our students. We are
currently half-way through the course and have a couple of weeks to go. It is a great
experience as we learn with people from all over the world, and share ideas that can
help our school and students grow.
I would like to thank Michelle and Robyn for clearing out and replanting the gardens
around the school over the past few months. I have received many positive comments
from parents, students and our School Council. We all appreciate the time and hard
work that you have put in. The gardens are looking fantastic!

Important Dates:

TERM 4:
Friday 12 November
Yarn Bark Incursion
Monday 15 November
Book Fair Starts
Coloring-In competition
closes
Tuesday 23 November
Kinder Transition Day
Friday 26 November
Book Fair Last Day
Tuesday 30 November
Kinder Transition Day

Have a great weekend!
Anthony Tait

Lost Jumpers
With the cooler mornings and warm days, jumpers are coming to school and
then get taken off and left lying around. This can cause a mix up in who the
jumper belongs to.
We have many in the office with no names on them, and some are missing that
have names on them.
Can all parents please check for names in their jumpers and return any that
don’t belong.
Thanks.

Please contact the school
every day your child is away.
Phone: 5332 6317
Email: see above
On the Compass Portal
Hats for sale in the Office:
Bucket Hat $7.50
Slouch (broad-brimmed) $9
Legionnaire $5

This week the 5/6 class have been continuing to work on the persuasive writing,
completing our reading assessments and setting reading goals, and shape
properties in Maths. We enjoyed getting back to our Buddy Reading sessions this
week, looking at non-fiction texts and their features with our little buddies in
Miss D's class.
As a senior studio we have begun learning some cricket related skills in sport, this week focusing on
our bowling action, and fielding skills.
Student of the week this week goes to Johnathan! He has been working hard on keeping his space tidy,
and has been respecting others property. Well done Johnathan 🙂
Have a fantastic weekend everyone!
-Miss Finch

As week 5 comes to an end, we say goodbye to another week of Term 4! It's been a funny
week having a public holiday on Tuesday, making us all think that Wednesday felt like a
Monday.
In the Blue Gums studio, we have been practising our reading stamina and writing stamina
in Literacy. Improving our stamina in our learning helps us to achieve the best we possibly
can. We have been reviewing our reading strategies to express and demonstrate our thinking and
comprehension skills. We have identified a class focus of inferencing. In writing we have been focusing on
refining our persuasive writing skills, in particular our introductions to capture the attention of our reader
straight away.
In Numeracy we have started focusing on shape, two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes, and have been
exploring how shapes can combine to make a range of different shapes. After completing our fluency
assessment with the four processes last week, we have identified some numeracy goals for each student to
focus on working towards achieving within the next coming weeks.
For inquiry we have been focusing Earth and Space Science, we have been exploring our solar system with a
focus on the nine wonderful planets that are orbiting the sun. For science we have continued looking in States of
Matter, and finding some everyday examples of liquid, gases, and solids.
For this week I have seen a standout student who has continued to actively participate in classroom discussions,
always offering a helping a hand to those in need, always trying their best and consistently asking for help where
needed. Congratulation to Dolly Hodge for your outstanding work inside and outside the classroom. Super work
Dolly! Each morning you enter the classroom with a smile and positive attitude that continues throughout the
day. Thank you for giving each day a ray of sunshine!
I hope you get the chance to enjoy some sunshine in the great outdoors and stay safe during another good old
rainy Ballarat weekend.

Miss Burns 🙂

Congratulations to Billie for persevering
during class and lunchtime to complete
one of the lokulus challenges.

Hut making at recess and lunchtimes:

The following students have a birthday in November. We hope you have a happy day.








Alban
Jye
Tom
Jude
Sy
Fox
Oliver

COMING SOON:

Our Book Fair Goal:
One new book for every student to add to the library.

Colour in one of the pictures on the last pages and return to Michelle by Monday 15th November to be in
the draw to win a $15 voucher to redeem books at the book fair.
Pictures will be displayed in the library for the duration of the fair.

